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In3truction to Candidates:
1) Section - A is Cornpulsory. ;

2) Atterupt any Four questions from Section - B.
3) Atternpt any 'fhree questions from Section - C.

Section - A

QI)  ( /5x2=30)

Define:

a) Reynold's nr-unber.

b) Conrpressors:

c) Crystall izat ion.

d) Industria! lrt z.ards

e ) Vena cortt: i lcta.

Disti ngui sh betr,r/eelt :

f) Reciprocating plrmps and centrifugal pr"rmps.

g) Blou'ers ancl fans.

h) Newtonian and non newtonian fluids.

i) The density of starch is reported as 2.9 gm/ml. Express the same in SI
systeru (kg/rn3).

j) Classify crystallizers.

k) Give advantages of Gate value.

l) How corrosion is prevented?

m) Give two applications of incline tube manometers.

n) Give any two examples of refrigerants.

o) List limitations of Pneumatic Conveyors.
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Sect ion-B (4x5=20)

Qzi' Classify industrial centrifugal filters? Explain any one.

Q3) Choose and then explain a filter used to filter slurries containing more than
.; 

l5Vo of solids.

Ql) Derive llentoullis theorern.

QS) Enumerate stainless steel as material of constructiott.

Q6) How dew point is used to estimate hurnidity by employing Psychrometric
charts'/

Section - C (3x10=30)

Q7) A liquid with a density of 1.11 glcc and viscosity 0.8 cp flows through a
straight steel pipe of internal diameter 50 mm at a rate of 40 {.lfu. Calculate
the pressure loss due to friction in kg/m3, if the pipe is one kilometer long.
(Fanning's friction factor = 0.04)

Q8) (a) Classify conveyors. Explain Ptteumatic conveyor.

(b) Enurnerate safety aspect from industnalhazards.

Qq (a) Explain venturimeter with its advantages and its limitations.

(b) Classify crystallizers and explain Sweuson Walker crystallizer.

Q10) Write notes on any two:

(a) Plate and frame tilter press.

(b) Principle of refrigeratiotr

(c) \'acuurn crystallizers.
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